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A: basically, you are receiving a string of characters from the
output of a command which is not what you expect. The

error is misleading (see below for a step by step analysis of
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output (assuming you run it from a command line) is: -rwxr-
xr-x 1 root root 150492 Mar 8 2014 a That is a file named a

(note the three dots at the end) and a has the following
permissions: -rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 150492 Mar 8 2014 a This
(ok, the a) is an absolute path to the file a and not a relative
one. This means that the system knows to look for a in the

root folder (/). If the output of ls -l is not in the form of a
pathname/filename as above but one of the form: -rw-r--r-- 1
root root 514 Nov 24 00:21 a Then you are seeing the output

of a command called ls in which a has a different
permissions: -rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 150492 Mar 8 2014 a In

this case, ls is calling the unix tool xattr on a and that tool is
setting the mode to '644' (execute with read and write). Note
the absolute path used as above. If you change your output
string to 'ls -l /usr/bin/a' then you will get more information
(assuming that a is present in the root folder) that may help

you determine why the file has the extra permissions.
Garden tomatoes at the market at the 3rd San Francisco

Farmers Market. CC BY-ND 2.0 Andrew Carter The California
Department of Food and Agriculture considers the consumer

a “primary partner in the state’s success,” but the
department is increasing its oversight of products sold in the
state, a sign that California consumers may need to exercise

more scrutiny of what they eat. In a statement issued this
morning, the department said it will host a listening tour in

April and May to solicit feedback on how California
consumers think the department should best promote

California’s produce and other products to the public. “Food
safety is a top priority,” read the statement. “A growing

number of incidents e79caf774b
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